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What is Darshan Yoga (Yoga Of Perception)? 

Truth is perception. It is truth alone which can set the 
human mind free and integrate it. I\o m~thod, no system can 
bring about this integration. Literally, Yoga means union or inte
gration. Some define Yoga as union of the individual soul with 
the Divine Soul. This definition might have helped people in the 
past when because of the simplicity of the human mind, they 
could easily accept such concepts without questioning. Today 
the human mind is very complex and man has lost the simplicity of 
a true devotee. Under the stress and strain of modern life he may 
be compelled to believe and have an apparent faith. Such a faith, 
instead of making the mind simple and honest, distorts it further 
and creates only intolerance, bigotry and the illusion of self
improvement. Therefore, it is absolutely imperative that truth 
must be discovered anew in every epoch ; not only in every epoch, 
but also from moment to moment. No method or system can 
help. Any guru who talks ef communicating this truth through a 
mantra or a formula, (a maha mantra or a grand formula) or by 
opening the Third Eye perhaps does not know what he is talking 

about. A mantra or technique for the opening of the Third Eye 
may open one into psychic visions, the psychic field or the various 
layers of the unconscious mind . Jt may produce marvellous sen· 
sations, visions and experiences. So-called mystical experience5 
are psychic experiences rather than the perception of truth. These 
are relatively true. What is relatively true is also relatively false. 

To see, therefore, the ultimate reality or the highest truth, 
one will have to go beyond the mind, both conscious as well as 
unconscious. Unless this highest truth is discovered, the human 

mind cannot be completely transformed and integrated. The 
division between man and man, and therefore the seeds of war 

and conflict, can only be e~iminated if this highest truth is brought 
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down into the human mind . 

A natural question may arise, what is the entity which has 
to go beyond the mind ? The human ego is the product of human 
thought and it cannot go beyond itself. So the mind has to see 
and understand its own limitation, and become quiet. Only in 
this spontaneous quiet or silence brought about by understanding 
rather than resistance created by techniques and methods, is per
ception or 'seeing' possible, This 'seeing' or perception is an 
integral process in which the division between the seer and the 
seen disappears. It is to be differentiated from a state created by 
the intellectual understanding of the observer and the observed 
as practised in the Zen method or similar methods. Spontaneous 
silence comes out of unmotivated observation of the various layers 
of the mind. This observation we may call meditation. This 
cannot be brought about by any method or technique. Silence 
of mind achieved through the repetition of a mantra or the pur
suit of some technique is not a true silence, but only a subtle play 
of the ego. Such techniques lead to certain states in which the 
superficial layer of the mind becomes quiet, but deeper layers go 
on chattering. This uninterrupted noise at the unconscious layers 
is the play of the subtle ego. In such states the conflict between 
the conscious and unconscious layers of the mind comes to an 
end. This leads to an expansion of consciousness, a certain 
quality of peace and harmony, and emergence of new energies 

trapped in the unconscious. This is manifested in various 
VISions, inner sounds or voices and development of 
certain psychic or occult powers. For most people 
who seek complete personal satisfaction or sense of peace 
and harmony, such an achievement is by no means a 
mean achievement. But for persons who are very serious 
and sensitive and who not only seek a personal ending of 
sorrow, but also have an unmotivated sense of deep en
quiry and seek an ending of sorrow of the whole human 
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race as well, this achievement is no answer to their dis
content. In such a state, the ego has not completely 
ended, and so the highest truth is still far away, and per
ception of this trutb is a matter of prime urgency. 

Who can 'see' ? 

Anyone can 'see' who seriously and earnestly wants 
to 'see', This seriousness always comes out of a total 
discontent which is insatiable. A mind seeking satis
faction will soon find it. A satisfied mind is a shallow 
mind. Unless one is not thoroughly dissatisfied with what 
one has or knows, one is incapable of 'seeing'. One must 
be ready to kick everything one has accumulated in the 
form of dogmas, beliefs and creeds, outward riches and 
name and fame before one can really be eligible to see 
truth. 

Human mind is repetitive, mechanical and inert. 
Ordinarily it has no inherent energy of its own. It 
derives its energy by attachment and identification. It 
tends to become that to which it is attached. In its 
complete identification it becomes one with the object of 
its identification. It can be attached to material things 
like money and personal property. If it is more sensitive 
it becomes attached to living things, such as plants, 
animals or humans. It may go a step further and get 
identified with concepts and images. In some cases, it 
may become less mechanical than in others. But in every 
case it still remains mechanical. 

If mind is to lose its mechanical nature and discoTer 
its own inherent energy, it must kick every form of se
curity which binds it down to its mechanical existence 
and prepare itself to become a fit and refined instrument: 
for perception alone will set the mind free and transform it. 
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Why do people not 'see' ? 

Most people do not 'see· beeause they really do not 
want to 'see'. They 'think' they want to see the truth, 
but in fact they only want to have a good tranquillizer 
free from side effects. Discontent, frustration and shocks 
of everyday life tend to awaken a man into a state of 
'seeing'. Most modern gurus with their soothing hypnotic 
or auto-hypnotic techniques put people into. a sta~e of 
continuous slumber. To 'see', a great energy lS reqmred. 
Without fearlessness and courage it is impossible to 'see'· 
The first shock of perception can be very disturbing. If 
the first shock does not completely open the perceptive 
vision, a series of shocks may follow; and these shocks will 
continue until the vision is absolutely clear. Initially, the 
shock of perception, instead of bringing peace and harmony, 
is likely to accentuate conflict, the conflict between the new 
and the old. The new is really free from conflict because 
as soon as one can 'see', there is complete ending of conflict. 
There is no conflict whatsoever, at any level of conscious
ness in a state of attention or perception. Conflict only , . 
reappears in a state of inattention or non-percept10~. 
This state of aggravated conflict only acts as a catalyst m 
the process of disintegration of the old conditioned mind, 
and hastens the emergence of a clear, steady perception. 

Is perception a matter of time ? 

Perception is always in the present. It is a complete 
ending of psychological time. Each moment of perception 
is a complete miniature realisation. As ml)ments of per
ception become more frequent, the conditioning of the mind 
is subject to a heavy bombardment of transforming 
energy which destroys this conditioning, and then ~e:haps 
a point is reached when one has a truly unclouded v1s10n or 
'complete enlightenment'. In all this, chronological time may 
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or may not be involved. [tis important that the aspirant 
learn to discern the vicious nature of psychological time 
which is based on thought and is essentially a projection 
of the basic 'I' thought. This movement of perception is 
not a cumulative process. It is rather a series of vertical 
movements in which each subsequent jump may be visu
alised as attaining a greater height and maturity, until a 
point is reached when the horizontal movement comes to 
an end, and the entire subsequent movement is vertical. 
This is again not a static point or a goal or Nirvana. This 
is a total transformation of the human consciousness, a 
dawning of a new consciousness, which may perhaps be 
considered as the next stage of evolution. 

So whereas no time, whether chronological or psycho
logical, is involved in perception, in most oases, exhausting 
the momentum of the accumulated unconscious memories 
manifesting in the form of inclinations, instinctual behavi
our and habit may involve chronological time. The dur
ation of time is related to the sensitivity of the mind. If 
the mind is very sensitive, this momentum can be ex
hausted in a. very short time, but if it is not so sensitive it 
may take a long time in doing so. Less sensitive minds 
may have to receive a series of shocks resulting from the 
sorrow and frustration arising out of errors of thinking and 
iden tifioa. tion. 

Is 'seeing' a reversible process ? 

Once a man starts 'seeing' it is very difficult indeed 
for him to revert back to sleep and relapse into a per
manent state of total blindness. There may be a slipping 
back and a temporary relapse, but there cannot really be 
any ehoice J!!Xcept to move forward. If he stagnates or 
moves backwa,rds, the pain of confusion is much more 
overwhelming than before, and when he understands the 
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futility of attempting escape, he must move forward. 
Sometimes, however, it may happen that he comes to a 
very stimulating experience which is very satisfying. If 
the unconscious and deep-rooted urge for self-satisfaction 
has not been seen to be totally false, it may happen that 
he identifies himself with this experience or this state of 
consciousness, and thereby blocks his onward movement. 
It is very common that in making this enquiry, many 
people come to states of awareness where they feel totally 
at one with everything inside and outside. Under such 
circumstances, · it is a very easy thing to identify oneself 
with the Supreme, the eternal and the everlasting, and one 
may come to a feeling of being an Avatar or incarnation 
of God. Such an identification stops the movement and 
onward journey of the psyche, and it results in stagnation 
and loss of perception. 

Every identification blunts perception, but it is easier 
to see this blindness at the lower levels of attachments 
than at the higher, where attachment brings greater 
power and self-satisfaction. Life is the greatest teacher; 
it keeps on knocking at the walls of resistance created by 
identification. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary that 
before enquiry begins orie turns one's back on name, fame 
and material wealth. Enquiry must begin out of an in
tensity and urgency created by total discontent rather 
than bJ stimulation and motivation provided by someone 
else. An enquiry initiated through stimulation and moti
vation does not proceed very far, and is soon stifled by 
self-satisfaction. True perception begins only when one 
proceeds with such an intensity and urgency, and when it 
so begins, •seeing' or perception is not reversible. 

Is a teacher or guru necessary ? 

There are a few souls who are born with a sensitivity 
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of mind and a simplicity of heart who cttn 'see' easily. 
With a true spirit of enquiry, such minds start 'seeing, 
without the aid of any formal teacher or guru. These 
sensitive minds can look through any and every experience, 
and discriminate between the essential and non-essential 
element in it. They go on learning from every experience 
without accum'ulation, without building a centre which is 
the ego. They can go through innumerable experiences 
without being affected by the scars of melilory or the bur
den of ego which comes about through accumulation of 
knowledge. Such sensitive minds learn from every event 
or thing, be it a book, plant, animal or person. For them 

the whole of life is a teacher. Apart from the rare' indivi~ 
duals who are born wi~h such sensitive minds, most people 
need a formal teacher, or guru or a numb~r of such 
teachers. It is important to understand that every in
dividual will have to exercise great caution in this _.guru
disciple relationship so that it is utilised for learning 
rather than for s.elf-satisfaction and pleasure. If It is used 
for self-satisfaction ~nd p~easure, it is bound to create 
dependence and fear. If a relationship has been built up 
on the righ.t fou~dation, sooner or later it will be possible 
for the student t? go beyond the need for a guru. 

Who caD be a teacher ? 
.< . 

At one level, anyone who is a keen and eerious stu
dent can be a teacher ( acharya ). The basic point to 
understand is that a true teacher is always a true student. 
At the highest level. a teacher or guru is one who has 
found his freedom and perceives truth and lives it. The 

teacher or guru then communicates this truth and free
dom, not necessarily by word of mouth, but by living it in 
his own life. In such a state he performs the function of 
guru,but does not identify himself with this function 
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and so he does not build any status out of it. Any identi
fication at ~:~.ny level destroys freedom and dietorts per
ception. So from the standpoint of the man who has dis
covered his freedom and who lives in a state of non-duality 
or love, the otherness does not exist and so there are no 
disciples. For the seeker who lives in a state of duality, 
and who accepts so many other relationships, denial of 
guru·disciple relationship alone will not bring freedom or 
enlightenment but only add to the already existing con
fusion. 

Teaching in Darshan Yoga cannot really be planned 
or systematised. It has to evolve in an interpersonal rela
tionship. In this teaching, there is no authority. The 
teacher does not impose his authority on others. His fun
ction is to awaken intelligence in the disciple. This can 
only be done by a teacher who is always willing to learn. 
He who realises the destructive role of authority, for him
self and for others, except at the basic minimum level, can 
alone be a true teacher. Authority destroys intelligence, 
not only in the disciple, but also in the teacher. 

It is important to understand that before truth can be 
communicated, the teacher and and the disciple must have 
the same level of intensity and seriousness. Therefore, 
the teacher and the disciple are two different poles of the 
same intense energy, and there is no division. Division 
and fragmentation are brought about by the ego. In essence, 
some are more capable of expressing and communicating 
their inner experience, while others are capable of experi
encing, but less capable of expressing or communicating 
the same. The first category of people are the teachers, 
whereas the second type are disciples. There are different 
degrees of this capacity in everyone, and so there is actually 
no sharp line of demarc~ttion or differentiation No one 
can become a self-appointed guru. It is only others who 
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find out and discover one who can communicate. No matter 
what values the intellect may assign to these two different 
roles, it is essential to understand that the basis of the 
teacher-disciple relationship is love and humility in both. 

Can truth be communicated ? 

Truth is a matter of perception, not preaching. It cannot 
be verbally or intellectually communicated, through any 
mantra or formula . Any mantra or formula endlessly re
peated may help one to realise the truth nf the mantra or 
formula, but not the whole truth which is beyond the scope 
of any formula. Truth cannot be preached because it is 
not a formula. It can be lived only because it is living. 

If truth cannot be communicated, what then is the role of 
a teacher? 

Identification with the false denies the possibility of 
realisation of truth. If the mind can stand its aloneness, 
without any identification whatsoever, there is always the 
possibility of an explosion taking place in such a mind. 
Such an explosion shatters the limiting boundaries of a con
ditioned mind and opens it up to the vast supreme truth, 
boundless and eternal. 

The role of the teacher, therefore, is limited to help

ing the disciple see the falseness of his thought process. 
'Seeing' therefore starts with the perception of the false 
rather than with the perception of the true. The act of 

'seeing' initially is an act of seeing the falseness of the seem
ingly true. The whole of the intellectual process is seem
ingly true except at the basic minimum level, i.e. the 
material or the technological level where there is no judge
ment. 
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What is a state of communion or sharing of truth ? 

When a mind is completely emptied of all its thinking 
processes and is in a state of spontaneous silence, then it is 
in a state of communion not only with another silent mind, 
but with every other mind. This state of communion is not 
limited to other human beings only, it includes each and 
every particle of the universe. But before it can be brought 
.tbout, two or more minds must be in a state of full at
tention with the same intensity of enquiry. If one is 
teaching and imparting some intellectual knowledge, and 
the other is busy gathering and accumulating this knowledge, 
only following can take place, and not communion. Fol
lowing by its very nature is based on intellectual greed and 
violence and it destroys intelligence. But in a state of com
munion a miracle happens, and the impossible becomes poss
ible-the incommunicable truth becomes communicable. 

What is the role of psychic or occult powers in this yoga ? 

Every power in a. self-centered mind is a. destructive 
power. Pursuit of psychic powers by such a mind could 
be most harmful. As sensitivity of the mind develops, 
certain powers may manifest. These powers, like any 
other talent, must be used with great humility. In some 
cases, when the aspirant has gone on the way of perception 
for some time, it may be possible and desirable to look into 
the various levels of the unexplored unconscious mind. 
This can be done in a. true spirit of enquiry or learning 
only, rather than as a. pursuit of these powers for the sake 
of power. When the intensity of enquiry develops in a 
seeker, be may proceed slowly from ordinary conscious pro
jection and identification to various layers of the subcons
cious and unconscious. He may experience the energies of 
these regions through various subtle sounds and visions 
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and ma.y become familiar with many or all of t~e en~rgies 
of these psychic regions. In other ca~oes, ~he wtens.tty of 
enquiry develops much faster, and these vanoua expenences 
come and go at a very fast (Jace so that he does ~~t become 
very familiar with them. In these cases, ~he spm~ual per
ception or pure perception develops_ qu1ckly without a 
mastery of the psychic or the unconscwus field and there
fore there may arise many ups and downs due · to pressure 
of the unexhausted momentum of the unconscious. Tn such 
cases it becomes desirable to explore the unconscious and 
become familiar with its energies in order to enrich the hu
man personality and integrate it totally on all levels. 
When thirst and intensity for enquiry deepens, the field of 
ignorance starts contracting and the field of knowledge 
starts expanding. Knowledge is power, and one must go 
beyond all knowledge to be really and cnmplet_ely free 
Understanding must replace intellectual and psychic know· 
ledge. For some who are daring and bold, it is p~ssi?Je to 
go to a state beyond understanding, a state whJCh .ls not 
touched by pleasure or pain (Dharma roegha samadh1). 

"Prasankhyanepya Kusidasya vivekakhyate dharma· 
megha. samadhi" (21l) 

(Kaivalyapada; Patanjal yoga) 

"One who is disinterested even in understanding goes to a 
state beyond experiencing, i e. the highest samadhi in 
which one is enveloped by his innate nature (swabhawa and 
swacharma) like a huge cloud" (Patanjali). 

To think of this state beyond understanding may be 
frightening. But this is not to be pursued as an ideal. That 
perhaps, comes as a maturing height of the movement of 
an unconditioned mind, on the road to freedom. 
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Can this psychic work be done without a teacher ? 

Learning in life can go on without a teacher if one 
has learnt to ·see'. However, as on the teclmologicallevel, 
so aJso on the psychic level a good teacher becomes a great 
necessity. There lire some very sensitive and simple souls 
who do not need a formal teacher. They can learn from 
any and every experience. Apart from these people, it is 
difficult and at times very confusing for most people to 
evaluate theEe experiences correctly, and they can lead to 
obscurantism and other forms of dogmatism. There are no 
well-defined signposts or yardsticks in the unconscious 
mind, and to keep one's balance one needs all the intelli
gence that one can possibly have. It is at this stage that a. 
teacher who has gone through this difficult maze and is 
familiar with its pathways and byways is a great asset. 

What is the teacher-disciple relationship at this level ? 

The disciple must have love, affection and respect for 
the teacher and a sense of sharing of life. He should listen 
to the teacher with attention, but he must not accept or 
believe anything which he does not understand. Instead of 
blind faith and acceptance there must be a true spirit of 
enquiry and learning which alone paves the way for true 
relationship between two or more persons. There must be 
absolute mutual trust between the teacher and disciple be
fore this kind of work begins in earnest. Without this trust 
which is born either of an intuitive awareness or prolonged 
personal contact, such work becomes impossible. It is 
important that when psychic phenomena are evaluated or 
interpreted, the teacher helps the di11ciple unfold the mys
tery by himself as far as possible rather than impose his 
own beliefs and judgements. To approach the psychic field, 
the conscious mind with its critical intellectual faculties has 
to be kept in abeyance temporarily and a.t such periods 
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the mind of a person is highly amenable to suggestion. A 
true teacher will help the disciple learn to sh ift his consci
ousness from the intuitive to the intellectual or rational 
level and vice-versa rapidly and independently. It is for 
this reason that a highly experienced, impartial and free 
teacher is a great necessity, and a true relationship of trust 
is essential. 

What is the place of hatha yoga or yogic asanas in this yoga ? 

There is a very close relationship between the mind 

and the body and the two are inseparable. Changes in 
the mind affect the body and vice versa. It is possible to 
have the highest experiences of altered states of conscious
ness in a sick body. But these states of heightened sensiti
vity or self-awareness cannot be kept up if the body is un
healthy. Therefore, changes or transformation in the mind 
cannot be reflected in the body unless the organism is kept 
in a state of perfect health and balance. The importance 
of proper food, rest, sleep and exercise therefore, cannot be 
overemphasised. Some form of regular physical exercise is 
essential to keep the body healthy. Health is not an ab
sence of disease only, it js an active state of the organism, 
characterized by alertness and agility. Since hatha yoga 
asanas have a psychophysical action and tend to bring the 
autonomic physical activity under conscious control apart 
from keeping the body active, they are one of the best ways 
of physical exercise. To use the yogic exercises to awaken 
the kundalini or build up some such psychic states is not a 
very wise thing to do. The proper way of integration would 
be to create direct changes in thE' mind as result of awak
ened perception, and then to allow them to bring about 
corresponding changes in the body. 
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Are there any dietary restrictions in this yoga ? 

Food must be sufficient in quality and quantity in 
order to keep the body healthy. Without proper food, 
the body i$ rendered insensitive and sick. The modern 
nutritionist's knowledge of food requirements for the body 
is based on laboratory experiments to determine the caloric 
value of various foods and is too mechanical to be applied 
to the living organism blindly. Under these circumstances, 
each individual will have to awaken his body sensitivity to 
a point where he can choose the right food for himself. 
There is ample evidence that animals have such intelli
gence. If a human being is not badly addicted to certain 
tastes and foods, he ca.n start experimenting with himself 
to discover the quality and the amount of food he requires 
to keep the body in a state of health and awareness. 

To begin with, all stimulants and spices, if no; alto
gether given up, must be reduced to a minimum. Animal 
food should be given up as it tends to produce insensitivity 
of the mind and the body. Body requirements for proteins 
can be effectively met from whole wheat flour, potatoes, 
beans and lentils. It mus~ not be forgotten that the horse 
builds his powerful muscles from mere grass. In sedentary 
persons,one breakfast consisting of fruits and vegetables 
in the forenoon, and one late lunch consisting of cereal 
and vegetables is, more than enough to keep the body in an 
active state of health. If the food is chewed well and eaten 
with awareness, soon the body will start awakening to 
heightened sensitivity, and it will know exactly what, when 
and how much to eat. 

What is the place of sleep and rest in an integrated life ? 

What is sleep and which part of the brain needs the 
rest provided by sleep is not precisely clear. If we live a 
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life of conflict, our sleep is disturbed by dreams of various 
kinds. Dreams tend to work out unresolved conflicts. 
Once we start living a life of awareness, free of conflict, 
the need for dreams disappMrs. In such a state, sleep is 
free of dreams and acquires a quality of awareness. Cor
respondingly, less sleep is required than for average persons. 
Sleep is also a conditioned reflex and it unde1gces a pro
gressive change in quality and quantity as the mind and 
body acquire greater sensitivity. 

What is the place of sex in this yoga ? 

In most of the spiritual disciplines, sex is taboo. Per
haps this taboo arose out of an ascetic view of spiritual life. 
Since the whole of human conditioning is pleasure oriented, 
it was argued that if the human mind could forego the 
pleasure of sex, which is the highest pleasure known to it. 
it could transcend its conditioning. It can be seen very 
easily, that such an intellectual construction does not 
enable us to unders tand the very nature and structure of 
pleasure, but only encourages us to deal with these problems 
piecemeal. By introducing a motive in all these disciplines, 
all that one can do is to substitute one pleasure for another, 
but not transcend pleasure or conditioning itself. Even 
asceticism really cannot help one to free the mind of pleasure 
but can at best produce a negative pleasure of achievement 
of so-called freedom from pleasure. Freedom from some
thing is only a reaction, not freedom. Even the Tantric 
sexual rituals and practices may enable one to free oneself 
from sexual desire, but not from the pleasure of achieve
ment. All achievement-oriented philosophies and practices 
lead only to the strengthening of the ego in one form or 
another. 

It can be seen clearly that for a mind in conflict, 
nerything that it touches turns into a problem, sex 
being no exception to this rule. Once the mind starts see-
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ing things as they are, free from self- projection, it stops 
inventing and building problems Sex then falls into its 
natural place. In a state of love, free from conflict, one can do 
whatever one will, and yet one will do no wrong. So the 
real question is not whether sex is right or wrong, the real 
question is if we can live an integrated life free from con
flict, and not let sex or absence of sex destroy that peace 
and harmony. So the first and foremost challenge is to find 
out a state free from conflict and then everything else will 
fall in line. In a state of true love, sex may be one of the 
highest expressions of togethemess. So, in the final analysis, 
what is important is not to find out whether spirituality 
excludes sex, but whether there is real love in life or not. 

Is this yoga something new ? 

Truth is not the monopoly of any individual or group. 
Truth is simple, and so a simple mind ca.n always see it. 
Therefore, to presume that nobody saw it before is the 
height of arrogance. Perhaps it was far easier for the 
simple mind in the past to see it than it is now, but with 
the growing complexity of the human mind, this truth was 
lost, and replaced by belief and ritual. Out of the complexity 
of human mind came the most complicated and intricate 
techniques and systems to 'perceive' truth. In the present 
age, it has been almost made into a 'specialty' beyond the 
reach of ordinary human beings. 

It is now, therefore, not only a matter of rediscovery, 
but a question of bringing truth down to the level of ordi
nary human consciousness. Modern mind, torn by its in
creasing conflicts and dissatisfied with material and intelle
ctual prosperity, is in a proper state to kick the old, and 
open up to the new. 

Thefore, rediscovery of this yoga of percE-ption may 
herald a new era on earth-an era of new consciousness or 
truth consciousness. 
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